Signature Serve:

British Royale

25ml British Cassis
Sparkling wine
Add the Sparkling wine
to the British Cassis in a
chilled glass and garnish
with three blackcurrants.

ABV
CL

15%
50

15%
50

WHITE HERON DRINKS
BRITISH CASSIS
Founded by Jo Hilditch in 2005, British Cassis is a luxurious blackcurrant liqueur made
using fruit from Whittern Farms in Herefordshire, which has been in her family for
four generations.
Following Jo's appearance on Dragon's Den where she famously rejected four offers from
the Dragons, the brand has seen stunning success with key listings in nationwide retailers
such as Waitrose and numerous awards including a 3-star Gold Great Taste award.
A British take on the classic French Creme de Cassis, it is made with pressed blackcurrant
juice and a special technique, which draws on classic winemaking in order to capture the
intensity of the freshly picked British blackcurrants.
Once the blackcurrant juice has fermented naturally with champagne yeast, it is blended
with a little vodka to fortify and sweeten, in order to accentuate the rich, fruity flavours
before bottling.
British Cassis has an ABV of 15% and is available in stylish 500ml, 200ml and 50ml bottles.
Framboise is available in 500ml, 200ml and 50ml bottles.
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Signature Serve:
Dark 'n Stormy®
50ml Goslings Black Seal
Top up with Goslings
Ginger Beer
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GOLDIUM

ABV
CL

40%
70

40%
70

Garnish with lime

40%
70

4.5%
25

GOSLINGS
OFTEN IMITATED, NEVER IMPROVED

In 1806, Englishman James Goslings set sail on The Mercury bound for America. Due to becalmed seas,
the ship's charter expired and James docked himself at the nearest British port - Bermuda.
He opened a shop and the Gosling family have been there ever since.
In the 1850s, after much experimental blending, a distinctive black rum was offered for sale. Smooth
and flavourful, at first it was simply called "Old Rum" and until the First World War, it was sold straight
from the barrel. Eventually, Old Rum was sold in Champagne bottles reclaimed from the British Officer's Mess,
with corks 'sealed' in black wax. Hence the name, "Black Seal Rum".
The Dark 'n Stormy® is Bermuda's national drink and a trademarked cocktail, which mandates the use
of Goslings Black Seal Rum.The Dark 'n Stormy® originated in the ginger beer factory, run as a subsidiary
to the Royal Naval Officer's Club.The name is said to have originated when an old salt observed that the rum
floating on top of the ginger beer was the "colour of a cloud only a fool or a dead man would sail under." Today,
Gosling Brother is Bermuda's oldest business house and Goslings Rums are Bermuda's number one export.
Range includes Goslings Black Seal Rum, Gold Seal Rum, Family Reserve Old Rum, 151 Proof Black Seal
Rum, Dark 'n Stormy® can and Goslings Ginger Beer.
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A TRIO OF TERRACE-READY SPRITZERS.

t"O C::Pt"'

A refreshing aperitif. serve
Pedrino Spriu chilled over
ice or use as an effortlessly
elegantway co spritz up
dassic cocktails.

ABV
CL

4%
20

4%
20

4%
20

PEDRINO SPRITZ
Pedrino was launched by Joe Knopfler, son of music icon Mark of Dire Straits fame. and Sam
Showering, the next generation from che family chat helped pioneer brands such as Babycham,
Harveys Briscol Cream, Cockburn Pore and Brothers Cider.
Already leading the way in the sophisticated spritz cacegory and ensuring che authentic sprrtt
is very much back in vogue. che vibrant Pedrino range is inspired by the drink cabinets of Spain.
Portugal and Italy.
The company carefully blends the finest origin-protecced She rry, Port or Vermouthwith cheir
own artisanal tonic wacer, made wich all�natural botanicals and Brici sh springwacer.
Ulcra-versatile. che Pedrino range can be mixed with a wide range of quality spirits co provide
che sophistication of a cocktarl with the sparkl1ng refreshment of a spritz.
Voted the lncernational Spiric Challenge's P�Mixed Drinks Producer of the Year in 2019. the
Pedrino terrace-ready trio includes a floral Vermouth & Tonic, a bitters� Sherry & Tonic
and a dcrussy Ruby & Tonic. which arewonderfully refreshing libacions or aperitifs,when simply
served chilled Ot'er ice.
Pedri no Sherry & Tonic Spritz, Ruby & Tonic Spritz and Vermouth & Ton ic Spritz have an abv
of 4% and are available in 20cl bottles.
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ABELHA
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Signature Serve:

Caipirinha

- ��,

50ml Abelha Silver
I /2 lime ( quartered)
2 teaspoons of caster
sugar
Cubed ice

.

�
�

Muddle lime and
sugar. Add Abelha
Silver and stir.
ABV
CL

39%
70

38%
70

ABELHA
ORGANIC CACHA(A

Abelha Organic Cacha�a is a traditional artisanal cacha�a. It starts life in Rio De Contas
in Bahia, Brazil where the 100% organic sugar cane is harvested and immediately
processed for maximum flavour. Abelha is distilled in small batches in copper pot stills
and only a small fraction, the cora�ao (heart), is kept for resting or aging.
The Responsible Trading Company (RTC), who produce Abelha Organic Cacha�a,
are developing fair partnerships with small holding farmers.They share with them
their values and organic teaching methods to enable farmers to grow sugar cane 100%
organically on the highland sandy soils.The farm workers who make Abelha are paid
a good wage and are guaranteed a fair price for their cane. This makes for better
and consistent quality of sugar cane and long-lasting partnerships with the farming
community.
Range includes Abelha Organic Cacha�a Silver and Gold.
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containing Tonic Billers, Peacb Bittars
Olive Billars, Gbc,rn1btr Bitters & &bocolatc Bitters

ABV
CL

18%
50

39%
20

39%
20

44%
20

42%
10

40.8%
Sx2

THE BITTER TRUTH
RANGE OF BITTERS AND LIQUEURS
Celebrating over a decade of cocktail creations, The Bitter Truth was established
by former bartenders Stephan Berg and Alexander Hauck.The most awarded bitters
range was designed to supply bar aficionados with cocktail bitters, some of which
have not been seen in over a century. There are 13 bitters in the range which can be used
for recreating classic drinks adhered to the original recipe or for experimenting
with modern cocktails.The bitters are made traditionally using only the best
quality natural ingredients.The Bitter Truth range has also been expanded to include
a six-strong collection of liqueurs, a classic navy style Pink Gin and Tiki Lovers Pineapple Rum.
TBT Bitters range includes: 35cl Bogart Bitters. 20cl Bitters:Aromatic, Orange, Celery,
Creole, Jerry Thomas, Lemon, Grapefruit, Chocolate, Peach, Tonic, Cucumber, Olive
I 0cl Drops and Dashes:Wood, Root, Nut, Blossom
12.Scl Waters: Rose, Orange Flower
S0cl Liqueurs:Violet,Apricot, Elderflower, Goldern Falernum, Pimento Dram, E**X**R
70cl Pink Gin & Tiki Lovers Pineapple Rum
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EJNSTOK
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EINSTOK

ICEI.ANDIC
WHITE ALE

ICEUNDIC
WHITE ALE
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ABV
CL

5.2%

33

5.6%

6%

33

33

8%

33

5.2%

33

5.6%

33
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EINSTOK
ICELANDIC CRAFT BEERS

T he Einstok Brewery is located just 60 miles south of the Arctic Circle
in the fishing port of Akureyri, Iceland. Water flows from rain and prehistoric glaciers
down the Hlfoarfjall Mountain through lava fields, delivering the purest water
on Earth and the perfect foundation for brewing deliciously refreshing
handcrafted ales.
Here, Baldur Karason, the first Icelander in fifty years to train at the prestigious
brewing program at Heriot-Watt University in Edinburgh, resides as Brewmaster.
His advanced knowledge and creativity make him the ideal head brewer for Einstok,
where he combines the finest ingredients to deliver craft beer that is distinct
and flavourful, yet deliciously refreshing and drinkable.
Range includes White Ale, Arctic Pale Ale, Toasted Porter, Wee Heavy and new cans
in 330ml.
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ABV

5%

40%

57%

43%

25%
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CL
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60ml Bowser Leaf
25ml Fresh lime juice
15ml Sugar syrup
20ml aquafaba

ABV

CL

Shake all of the ingredients
with ice, strain back into the
shaker, and discard the ice.
Give it a dry shake before
fine straining into a coupe or
tumbler filled with ice.
0.0%

70

BOWSER by ! " # $ % & ' ( ) * & * + (
Set up by Rupert Holloway in April 2015, Rupert spent his younger years studying
and working on building his CV, including time at university studying Biology and then a
Masters in construction, Rupert began his serious working career as a Chartered Quantity
Surveyor, but pretty quickly realised something was missing and that his real passion lay
elsewhere.
With craft drinks on the rise, Rupert started to research distilling and began foraging on the
cliff tops of Bournemouth. At aged 29 he took the leap to leaave his day job and
launch Dorset's first gin distillery. A £10k goverment grant followed and one year later
Conker's Dorset Dry Gin launched to the public.
Conker embodies the spirit of Dorset, blending British wheat spirit and New Forest
spring water with botanicals that can be found across the Dorset coast and New Forest.
Conker is one of the first craft gin brands to move to the 'Low & No' space with the launch
of Bowser premium distilled non alcoholic spirit.
100% Distilled – 0% Spirit. Distilled in copper pot stills using New Forest Spring Water and
five select botanicals, Bowser LEAF has a mouthfeel and fresh dryness that’s absent from the
non-alcoholic spirits currently on the market. Each botanical is distilled separately and
blended carefully to create a well-balanced, complex whole. And, of course, it contains no
extracts, artificial flavours, sugar or sweetener.

El Ritual:

1. Take a zip of ZIGNUM
Mezcal.
2. Dip a slice of orange
into Sal de Gusano.
3. Take a bite of the orange
slice, for a burst of citrus
flavour and savory spice.
4. Repeat, discovering new
flavours with each sip.

ABV
CL

40%
70

40%
70

40%
70

ZIGNUM® Mezcal
CASA ARMANDO GUILLERMO PRIETO

ZIGNUM, which means "tip of the spear", is celebrated as an exceptionally smooth, refined Mezcal. The Maestro
Mezcalero and his team work with a sustainable mindset from field to barrel to bottle.
They harvest the agave hearts (piña) at the peak of maturity, with a focus on bringing out the the authentic
flavour of the agave in the finished spirit. ZIGNUM Reposado & Añejo are then aged in oak barrels for added
complexity and character.
The distillery has a fully integrated process to produce, from the field to the bottle. They grow first generation
Agaves from seeds in their own greenhouse that are then transferred to their owned fields. They have the
Metodo VerdeTM Sustainability Program for an eco-friendly production processes, including the use of Solar
energy, being animal cruelty free, for crushing the cooked Agave before fermentation. They also collect their own
rainwater and have a wastewater treatment plant. The company is certified as clean industry by the Mexican
Ministry of Environmental Protection and Kosher certified among other denominations.
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Signature Serve:
Paloma
50ml El Recuerdo Mezcal
1 Highball glass rimmed
with worm salt
1tbsp lemon juice
Grapefruit soda
Filled chilled glass with
ice, add Mezcal and
lemon juice. Top with
Grapefruit soda

ABV
CL

40%
70

40%
70

El RECUERDO Mezcal
CASA ARMANDO GUILLERMO PRIETO

Straight out of the ancestral capital of Mezcal, Recuerdo Mezcal is a memorable product of our tradition and
our culture, in every sense of the word.
Our Mezcal's smoky flavour is characteristic of traditional Mezcals of the region and an attribute
characteristics connoisseur's seek. El Recuerdo is available with a worm for those who prefer the silky texture
the agave-worm gives the liquid and the novelty of sharing it with friends, as well as without the worm for
those who seek smoky notes with a different complexity.
EL Recuerdo Mezcal is in partnership with Mixed martial artist and UFC champion Jorge Masvidal.
DO SOMETHING MEMORABLE. DRINK SOMETHING MEMORABLE
The distillery has a fully integrated process to produce, from the field to the bottle. They grow first generation
Agaves from seeds in their own greenhouse that are then transferred to their owned fields. They have the
Metodo VerdeTM Sustainability Program for an eco-friendly production processes, including the use of Solar
energy, being animal cruelty free, for crushing the cooked Agave before fermentation. They also collect their
own rainwater and have a wastewater treatment plant. The company is certified as clean industry by the
Mexican Ministry of Environmental Protection and Kosher certified among other denominations.
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